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Preface 
Simulation methods in kinetic theory are a topic which has seen much development and activity in 
recent years. The reasons for this are diverse: first, there are new and interesting applications for 
kinetic theories and kinetic models; second, there is more computing power available to approach 
realistic physical problems involving kinetic theories; and third, there are many classical and some 
new technical applications which require accurate simulations. In this Preface, we will briefly list 
some of these reasons more explicitly, and then discuss how they are addressed in the various 
articles contained in this special issue. 
As for the first reason given above, there has been tremendous development in kinetic theories 
in the last decade. We have come to a much better understanding of the Boltzmann equation, 
its solvability and approximations of its solutions. The existing simulation schemes have been 
scrutinized for consistency and convergence, and have been refined and simplified. Physical and 
chemical effects, like inner degrees of freedom and reactions have been implemented, and the 
interrelations with other fields like random number generation or stochastic processes have been 
explored. At the interface between classical fluid dynamics and rarefied gas dynamics, totally 
new connections and avenues towards old problems have been found. We mention the powerful 
new ways of solving classical fluid dynamical problems by kinetic models, and the important 
problem of matching kinetic regimes to aerodynamic regimes. 
The latter two examples give a natural ink to the third reason mentioned earlier. Kinetic 
boundary layers arise in many technical applications, from the re-entry simulations of spacecraft 
to the behavior of micro-machines, whose dimensions are of the same order of magnitude as 
the mean free path between collisions. The "matching problem" of passing from aerodynamic 
to kinetic description on the surface of the kinetic boundary layer is central to many of these 
applications. On the other hand, kinetic models have emerged as a promising alternative for fluid 
dynamical problems which are hard to tackle by traditional means. 
There are many applications which are being discovered as our mathematical tools and our 
computers become more refined. Kinetic schemes are not only useful for the traditional fluid 
dynamical and rarefied gas dynamics objectives; they are now invading the fields of plasma 
physics (the simulation of an ion drive for a satellite is a concrete technical example), stellar 
dynamics and semiconductor theory. 
We are very pleased with the cross-section of the current activity in simulation methods in 
kinetic theory offered by the 15 papers published in this volume. The papers span studies on 
fundamental problems on how simulations can be made more efficient by suitable modifications, 
to concrete investigations regarding the structure of very specific solutions of the Boltzmann 
equation and its models. There are numerical and theoretical investigations onkinetic boundary 
layers, and there are discussions of kinetic schemes. 
We hope that this issue will become and remain a standard reference for all of the mentioned 
research directions in kinetic theory. 
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